CVI: Building Meaningful Recognition Conference
June 23-25, 2024 | Revere Hotel, Boston

Preliminary Agenda

June 23, 2024 - 7:30 pm EST
Registration, Keynote, Awards, Social Gathering

Keynote: Recognizing CVI and the Importance of Families
Patricia Musolino, MD, PhD

June 24, 2024 8 am - 6 pm EST
Breakfast, Plenaries, Breakout Sessions, Lunch, Poster Session, Parent Social

CVI Prevalence Data
Speakers TBD

Prerequisites of Perception and Functional Application
John Ravenscroft, PhD and Marguerite Tibaudo, MEd

Auditory Processing Disorder
Maurice Belote, MEd

CVI Ally: An Academic Access Companion for Students with Brain-based Visual Impairments and Their Teams
Matt Tietjen, MEd, Nai Damato, Rachel Bennett, MEd

The Perkins CVI Protocol Platform
Ilse Willems, MEd
What does Recognition Look Like in Assessment?
Burju Sari, MEd and Lisa Miller,MEd

Parent Advocacy
Speakers TBD

CVI and Dual Media Learners
Tammy Reisman, MEd

The Austin Assessment - How it Relates to Recognition
Nicola McDowell, PhD

Recognition across related services: OT, SLP, O&M
Speakers TBD

What Supports Access and Recognition?
Panel of Adults with CVI

June 25, 2024 8 am - 2 pm EST
Breakfast, Research Plenary, Breakout Sessions, Lunch, Closing Penary

Research Plenary and Discussion facilitated by
Lotfi Merabet,OD, PhD, MPH, Melinda Chang, MD, Glen Prusky, Jeremy Wolfe, Ph.D.

Update from the National Eye Institute (NEI)